
Saturday, May 15, 2021

Dear Jerusalem Church & Friends,

The most recent updates from the CDC and the Wolf administration have changed
things and have hastened our communication to you. We were intending to
communicate after discerning the complete survey results and after May 18, but
now that masks have been lifted for vaccinated individuals, it puts us in a tight spot.
Aside from masks, vaccinations are also a very controversial subject and are being
leveraged in a controversial political manner. Though these current affairs are
contentious, polarizing, and distracting, our desire remains to love and lead in a
way that maximizes the glory of Christ and the proclamation of his life, death,
burial, and resurrection and salvation found in Christ alone.

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, we have sought to respond with wisdom and
care for all, keeping the main thing the main thing – Word and sacraments ministry
for the flourishing of God’s people, body and soul. Understanding the divisive nature
of the issues at hand, we have sought to leave politics out of it and to create a safe
and comfortable environment to maximize the benefit of the Word and sacraments
for everyone. This required sacrifice for many.

We want to thank you for willingly submitting to your Leading Elders (Heb. 13�17)
and for continuing to attend corporate worship (Heb. 10�25), even though we asked
you to do undesirable things which perhaps you disagreed with. Though many
people from JC contracted COVID-19, seemingly everyone experienced manageable
symptoms without hospitalization, and everyone recovered. Additionally, unlike
many other churches, attendance and giving have remained strong despite
restrictions, and we have been physically together to worship our God.

Regardless of the varying perspectives on politics, science, medicine, and how
Christians should respond during this pandemic, we have sought to apply texts like
1 Corinthians 10�24 and Romans 15�2, as well as texts like Romans 13�1-7, Titus 3�1,
and 1 Peter 2�13. These are important to our godliness and Christian witness. For
Christians to divide over COVID-19, masks, vaccines, etc. is a sad reflection on the
state of the Church. Our union with Christ and each other must transcend the
divisive issues in our society today.

There are varying Biblical perspectives on how to obey and apply the above texts in
our context, particularly those regarding government, during this pandemic.
Despite much societal progress, restrictions, which have caused much unnecessary
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suffering in various ways, have continued, and seemingly unjustly. This has only
intensified with the recent changes.

The divergence in orders, laws, suggestions and/or mandates is confusing, in
some ways contradictory, and most seriously have the potential to create division
in society and in the Church. We desire to move to one service as soon as
possible, but at least for this Sunday, May 16, 2021, we will have two services.

● Due to several factors, masks will remain mandatory for the 8�30 am
service, and due to much lower attendance, people can space out if they
prefer.

● Ropes will be removed for both services.
● For the 10�30 am service, masks will be optional for vaccinated and

unvaccinated people, but we ask that you continue to show great respect for
others in keeping safe distance while talking.

● Only initiate physical contact with those you are absolutely sure are
comfortable (perhaps you’ve interacted outside of Sunday morning),
otherwise, please practice reasonable social distancing.

● We will not be asking about vaccinations which are a personal freedom and
choice.

We want to caution you. The reality is, for various reasons, some of our brothers
and sisters feel more comfortable wearing masks and some not wearing masks, and
to judge their motives or reasons would be unfair and unloving. These are difficult
matters to discern! Masks, vaccines, and politics must not divide us. Let us love one
another whatever conclusions we draw on these difficult matters.

Several factors have stirred the elders to make changes. We state these realizing
these are complex topics and not everyone will agree.

● Many survey results were submitted, tallied, and considered.
● Restrictions continue to be at least a mild distraction in worship and have and

are negatively influencing church life.
● Restrictions are increasingly difficult to justify on various levels, and have been

for quite some time (i.e. politically, scientifically, socially, economically, etc.).
● Vaccinations are available and many people have gotten vaccinated.
● Vaccinations are being politically leveraged creating more division.
● Decreasing COVID-19 cases.
● Hospitals are not overrun by COVID-19 patients.
● States with far fewer restrictions have done well in the fight against COVID-19,

and for many, restrictions seem to be more political than helpful.
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● Lancaster County culture continues to “loosen” to restrictions.
● For months, Jerusalem Church has “relaxed” other aspects of government

orders.
● The following question also comes into play: What responsibility do we have as

Christians living in the context of a Constitutional Democratic Republic to
promote the greatest good by keeping our leaders (leaders elected by the people
for the people) accountable? This is a question Christians wrestle through
differently, but many are greatly concerned about the direction of
Pennsylvania and the US and believe they must dissent as they respectfully
interact with and honor elected officials.

● There have been evident inconsistencies and deceits from the beginning of
COVID-19 on multiple levels (e.g. the rhetoric to not wear masks changed to
you must wear masks).

We encourage you to continue to give honor where honor is due and to strive to be
good citizens of Pennsylvania (Rom. 13�7). We encourage you to continue to love one
another despite your views on COVID-19 and how to respond. We encourage you to
prioritize the most important things: the Word and sacraments ministry of your local
church alongside your brothers and sisters in Christ. Our desire as elders is to lead
you into a more healthy church life for the good of your body and soul.

Sincerely,

The Leading Elders
Steve Bowers • Doug Hall • Tim Nicholls • Jonathan Shirk • Tim Thompson
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